A known result from marketing research is that many products fail to meet their expected market share. A possible explanation for this phenomenon is the inherent resistance of the social network, that is greatly increased if effects of negative word of mouth (NWOM) are taken into account. Here we suggest an extension for the Social Percolation framework that incorporates NWOM. The proposed models are subjected to computer simulations, and the results show that the percolation threshold increases considerably. This new variant of percolation models presents physical properties that are different than the standard percolation model, and possibly even a first-order phase transition. The model is also discussed in the marketing context.
Introduction
Marketing researchers report a surprising fact: under every measurement method, and in every market under investigation, many new products fail to meet their expected market share [1, 2] . This obviously causes much waste of corporate resources. The consistency of sales forecast failure is puzzling, especially if we assume that new products are usually released only after showing promising results in their potential market's evaluations.
We would like to address this question by extending the work of Solomon et al. [3, 4, 5] , who described a model for "Social Percolation"
2 (SP). This model considers the inherent resistance of the social network that constructs the potential market. In this model the product spreads in the social network according to the Leath algorithm [7] -the adopters' cluster grows from one side of the network only (see more details below). Therefore the percolation threshold serves to bound the size of the "market share" -for any product whose "value" is lower than the percolation threshold, the spread of the product will be blocked, yielding a market share of 0% for large enough systems; on the other hand, products whose "value" is higher than the percolation threshold are able to overcome the inherent resistance of the network structure and obtain their full market share.
In this article we extend this model by introducing effects of negative word of mouth (NWOM) into the SP model. From marketing research we learn that NWOM has a profound effect on adoption patterns. For example, LeonardBarton [8] found that an innovation reached only 70% of its market potential due to resisting consumers. In addition, Herr et al. [9] found that NWOM may decrease product evaluations. Two main characteristics of NWOM have been stated in marketing literature: It is more informative than positive word of mouth, and thus may have a stronger effect [9, 10] and it may be contagious and spread independently of exposure to the product [11] . Both these attributes are addressed by our models.
Marketing theory distinguishes between two types of forces affecting the consumer -the "internal force", a name for all the influences cast on individual consumers by peer consumers (e.g. rumors) , and the "external force", the kind of influence that is cast upon the market as whole (e.g. advertising). It is accepted in marketing that on the long run internal forces are of great significance for the adoption pattern of a product, much more than any external forces, although the external force is important for product awareness, or for "activation" of the internal force. An estimation of the effect of the two forces, internal and external, shows that after takeoff, the word of mouth effect is 10 times larger than marketing efforts [12] and may be responsible for as much as 80% of the sales [13] .
Despite the fact that the internal force is more powerful that the external force, the standard means of marketing is advertising, addressing the whole market. This introduces a bias into marketing research as well, which tends to focus on the external forces. The SP framework suggests modeling internal forces as local interaction between agents on a social network, and observing the properties of the resulting adoption patterns. Investigating the effects of internal forces in this manner can provide useful insights to market behavior, even if we ignore overall effects of external forces.
In marketing theory, the standard way to describe market share progression is by using differential equations, and most models used today are extensions of the classical Bass model [14] . These models assume mean-field conditions and ignore the underlying social network. Predictions on adoption dynamics are made by fitting the parameters of these differential equations according to empirical sales data. Nevertheless, this forecast method is inefficient, because by the time enough data points were collected, most of the damage (e.g. overproduction or shortage) is already done.
Some marketing-theory models incorporating NWOM were suggested (see, for example, [15, 16, 17, 18] ), but none of these models address the context of the underlying social network. If in fact the internal effect can be divided into two contradicting forces-positive and negative, it is interesting to explore the effect of NWOM in the SP framework, which provides a focus on the internal force in a structured context 3 .
The structure of this document is the following: we begin with a quick review of the SP model, and then introduce our extension of this model, called "Basic Resistance". We present a generalization to the resistance model, called "Rumor", and another variant, called "Overlap". In section 3 we present results of simulations of these models, and in section 4 we discuss the different models. We illustrate the realistic properties of the resistance model by presenting a fiction story that describes a real-life scenario, and we conclude with a discussion about possible ramifications to the SP-resistance framework.
Models

"Classical" Social Percolation
We start by repeating the basic ideas of SP as put forth by Solomon et al.. The basic element of the model is an agent, representing a consumer. Each agent i is characterized by a "preference" value, p i . The agents inhabit a regular grid, with non-periodic boundary conditions, thus two opposite "sides" of the network are defined 4 . The model is made complete by introducing a product, represented by a global "product quality" value, denoted Q. The product (or actually Q) spreads in the network according to the Leath algorithm: The agents on one side of the lattice are "exposed" to Q. Then, the product spreads on the lattice according to the following adoption rule: Rule 1: Agent i will adopt the product if the following two conditions take place:
1. Agent i was exposed to the product (either by a neighbor that adopted the product already, or by being part of the side initially exposed to the product). AND 2. The product's quality is higher than the agent's preference: Q > p i .
An agent that has adopted a product exposes all its neighbors to the product and its quality Q, and each neighbor can "choose" whether to adopt or not, according to its own "private" p. If she indeed adopts, she will expose all her neighbors to that Q, and so on.
The spread of the product ends when all adopting agents have exposed all their neighbors to the product, and the adopters' cluster is bounded by either non-adopters, whose p is bigger than Q, or by the boundaries of the lattice. Then, the product's "strength" may be measured in two ways: first, whether the product percolated successfully through the lattice to the other side; second, what is the size of the adoption cluster. These two measurements might not coincide, especially near the percolation threshold at lattices of three dimensions and up, where the percolating cluster has a fractal structure and a minimal density.
Resistance -the Basic Model
Now we introduce our variant of the model, encompassing NWOM. In what we described so far, the case Q < p had no consequences: failing to meet a consumer's standards only meant that the product was ignored by the consumer and the information about the product was not passed on to the consumer's neighbors. In the present model, we see this case as the equivalent of "disappointment", the root of NWOM.
If agent i was exposed to the product, but has not adopted it (Q < p i ), we may say that the agent is "disappointed" with the product. In that case, the agent may share her disappointment from the product with her neighbors, spreading NWOM, and causing them to be less receptive towards the product. We model this effect by first quantifying the above-mentioned disappointment: we say that in this case of Q < p i , the product's quality Q is lower than the agent's preference p i by p i − Q. We denote p i − Q as D i ; note that D i > 0 always. The spread of disappointment (i.e. NWOM) is modeled by increasing p j for all agents j that are neighbors of i by D i . So, we add Rule 2 for the dynamics:
Rule 2 -If i was exposed to the product and p i > Q, then for all j neighboring i, p j changes to
This increase of p j will have no effect if j has already adopted the product, or if p j < Q to begin with. Yet, if p j < Q and p j + D i > Q, then this agent is said to have been blocked by NWOM. The increase of p j is additive -if several agents "project" disappointment on one agent, all their disappointments add together on top of the original p j . So, if p j + D i < Q, this change has no immediate effect (as j may still adopt if one of her neighbors will expose her to the product), but this agent is now more prone to blocking by subsequent disappointments.
Since Q is limited to the range [0,1], an agent i with p i > 1 will reject all products, the same as if p i were 1. On the other hand, if p i is allowed to grow freely beyond one (due to cumulative resistance effects), the disappointment that may be cast by this agent on its surrounding is unbound. This model produces trivial results -the percolation threshold is effectively 1. Therefore we added a constrain on the spread of disappointment -p may not grow beyond 1.
It is said that "bad news travels faster". Therefore we assume that NWOM spread occurs on a faster time scale than exposure to the product. In our model, this means that in case of disappointment, the increase of all p j happens instantly, before any further exposures of new agents to the product are considered. Thus, our algorithm is as follows: during a simulation, we hold a data set called the "front", that holds all the agents that are to be exposed to the product. At each time step, we remove one and compare her p to Q; if she adopts, we add all her neighbors to the front, allowing them a chance to be exposed to the product later. If the agent rejects the product (a case we refer to as "resistance"), its disappointment is immediately cast upon all its non-adopting neighbors. The rationale is simple: the typical time scale for casting NWOM is one conversation with one friend; Exposure to the product, on the other hand, is a slower process -the potential customer has to act (e.g. go to the store) in order to potentially acquire the product.
Variants to the Basic Model
Rumor Model
This extension to the basic resistance model allows also for the spread of "bad rumors" -NWOM that is not based on exposure to the product. Yet we wanted to avoid "giving wings" to such rumors -if NWOM is allowed to propagate freely on the lattice, an unrealistic dynamics occur in the model, as the NWOM behaves like another product. Therefore we restrict our attention to spread of NWOM to second-order neighbors. In this variant we change Rule 2 by introducing two parameters: a and b.
Rule 2r -If i was exposed to the product and p i > Q, then for all j neighboring i p j changes to p j + aD i AND for all k neighboring j,
Here the immediate neighbors of a disappointed agent i may "spread the bad rumor" one more step, allowing all their neighbors to be affected by the disappointment of i. Thus, every case of disappointment casts a "cloud" of NWOM around it. The basic model is a special case of this model, with a = 1 and b = 0. We restrict our attention to the case where a and b are from the range [0,1], as we consider only these values to be realistic in the present marketing context.
Overlap Model
In this variant we tried to take into account empirical results about another property of NWOM, the assertion that negative word-of-mouth is more influential than positive one. We consider a social network where links may vary in their information transfer capacity. The model consists of a two-dimensional lattice, where disappointment may spread to all 8 neighbors in its Moore neighborhood, but only the 4 neighbors in its von-Neumann (VN) neighborhood (S, W, N and E) may be exposed to the product following a successful adoption (Figure 1 ).
The 4 VN neighbors are connected in a "strong" way: they can transfer both positive word-of-mouth (i.e. product exposure) and NWOM. The diagonal connections are weaker: they may transfer disappointment with the product but cannot suggest exposure to the product. This model corresponds to the general paradigm of overlapping networks, as suggested by [20] .
Simulations
Methods
The ordered set {p i } N i=1 that specifies the "personal" values of p for every agent on the lattice is randomly generated at the beginning of every simulation, and every such p i is chosen uniformly from the range [0,1]. These particular values of p are the only random elements in this model -for every given setting of {p i } on a certain lattice, the result of product spread for a given Q is deterministic.
We employed the well-known binary search method (dichotomy) for the estimation of the percolation threshold. For every given set {p i } there is a certain Q c . We estimated it by repeatedly exposing the lattice to different Q's, and changing Q in an adaptive way, according to the success or failure of the last iteration. In the resistance models, the values of {p i } change during every iteration, and so they had to be reset to their original values between iterations.
The formal description of the threshold estimation is as follows: at iteration n+ 1 we set the value Q n+1 according to the previous iteration -if Q n percolated, then Q n+1 = Q n + 1 2 n ; if Q n did not percolate, Q n+1 = Q n − 1 2 n . For initial conditions, we take Q 0 = 1, which obviously percolates, and so Q 1 is set to be 1 2 . After N steps, we confine the uncertainty about the "true" percolation threshold (for these specific random values of p i ) to an interval in the size of Our method of binary search in estimating the percolation threshold yields two values of Q for every set of {p i }: Q + , that percolates successfully, and Q − , that fails to percolate. The difference between these two values is only
For every such Q, we may measure the size of the adoption cluster. We denote the size of the adoption cluster for a given Q as S(Q), and we denote the difference between the sizes of the percolating and non-percolating clusters as δS = S(Q + )−S(Q − ). This may serve as a measure of the "jump" in size that coincides the passing of the threshold.
The finiteness of the simulation imposes a bound on the possible resolution of this measurement -when this interval contains only one p, more iterations will not matter anymore. In the resistance models, however, this condition is not well-defined, as the values of {p i } change during every iteration.
Results
Increased Percolation Threshold
The simulations have shown that incorporating NWOM effects into SP increases the percolation threshold, for all models considered. Furthermore, this effect amplifies as we increase the dimensionality of the underlying lattice (table 1). In classical percolation models, the relation between dimensionality and threshold is opposite -the threshold decreases as dimensionality increases. This is explained by considering the number of paths the percolating product may travel on its way to the other side of the network -this number grows exponentially with the network dimensionality. In our model, however, the same effect serves the opposite cause. Highly-connected networks are more sensitive to effects of NWOM, since every disappointment spreads to more agents. Figure 2 presents plots of cluster size as function of Q, for various variants of our model. These plots show certain features that are different from the classical percolation model. For example, for dimensions higher than two, the increase after the phase transition is double-humped. This odd pattern of cluster growth requires further investigation, that will be done elsewhere [21] .
Exponents
We compared measurements of the dynamic exponent ν for the two models on a four-dimensional network (Fig. 3) . Our measurements yielded the value 0.7 for ν in the classic case (comparable with the accepted value 0.68 [22] ). In the resistance models, on the other hand, our measured value for ν was 1.1 . This result suggests that the resistance model belongs to a different universality class than "standard" percolation.
Characteristics of the Phase Transition
Classic percolation is characterized by a second-order phase transition, and so one should expect δS → 0 when N is large enough. This is confirmed by our simulations of the classic percolation (Fig. 4) -the typical δS is very small, and as the network size grows the entire distribution is nearing zero. The upper bound on δS also decreases as network size grows, suggesting that at infinite network size δS will indeed be 0%.
The introduction of resistance to the percolation process changes the qualitative nature of the empirical distribution of δS completely -the distribution of δS in the Rumor model is much wider, centered around a non-zero proportion of the entire network. This is another indication for the novel physical proper-ties of the resistance models, and might even suggest that the phase transition in the resistance models is of first order. The empirical distribution of the basic model is similar to the one of the rumor model (results not shown).
Local Resistance Leaders
In the classic percolation model, cluster size increases monotonically with Q. This is not the case when NWOM is incorporated into the model: for a given randomization, the cluster size may decrease with increasing Q (Fig. 5) .
This surprising result of the NWOM dynamics is due to the blocking that may result from the exposure of agents with "high" p to the product. When such an agent will be exposed to the product, its disappointment will be great, and its effect on its surrounding will be destructive for product's spread. We call such agents "Resistance Leaders" (RL), as it is certain that they would be disappointed from almost every product.
The blocking effect of such RL depends very much on the particular circumstances of the product spread -The question whether an RL or its neighbor would be exposed first to the product might have a crucial effect on the progress of the product's spread, and this depends totally on the microconditions in their vicinity. At certain settings the NWOM spread by an RL may block an entire region of the network, and by that reduce dramatically the final cluster size.
This novel feature of the model happens both above and below the percolation threshold. For the region above the percolation threshold, one may argue that this is only a finite-size effect, since an infinite cluster might have infinitely many potential adopters for every ǫ increase of Q, to compensate for the destructing effect of spatial blocking by local resistance leaders. Yet, we believe that at the sub-threshold region, this effect is a real feature of the formalization. More investigation may be held on the nature of these "vibrations" in cluster size.
Discussion
The basic resistance model consists of two types of variables -the many p i 's, and Q. One may choose to suggest a marketing interpretation of the quantities p and Q in different ways, according to the specific product discussed. Yet, the crucial property of the model is the following: The potential market for a product consists of all the agents whose p is smaller than Q.
Although this parameterization of the model suggests a false interpretation that a unique well-defined value of quality may be assigned to products, we do not claim that this is the case. Even as different consumers may have different perceptions of a product's quality, we choose to incorporate all such interpersonal diversity in the variability of the random values p i . Since adoption is determined only by comparing the "global" Q to the "private" p i , introducing variance to one of these variables is equivalent to introducing variance to both of them.
Let us now support our model with an example of a marketing scenario: suppose Alice wants to buy a new car. Of course, there are many brands in the market, and advertisements often contain misinformation; therefore she will probably buy a car that was recommended by a friend she trusts. Let us suppose now that one of her friends, Bob, tells Alice he drives car model SUSITA and is pleased with its performance. Alice clears time on her schedule to pay a visit to the SUSITA dealership. Few days later, Alice talks to another friend, Carrie, who says, "I drove SUSITA and it was awful", yet Alice decides to go to the car dealer regardless. When Alice sits with the car dealer, she still remembers Carrie's negative opinion of the car. And so, we may see how the car dealer's challenge, trying to convince Alice to buy a SUSITA, could be harder due to Carrie's negative report to Alice -she might be less persuadable. Now, this car dealer is a professional, and she may find the way to Alice's heart, by offering a good financial arrangement, or propose a free upgrade to leather upholstery. We may interpret this as "Alice's purchase threshold was raised by the effect of Carrie's NWOM". On the other hand, it might be that the SUSITA doesn't seem good enough, and Alice walks out of the dealership frustrated, with no car, and her time wasted. She may now be considered as "informed", because her negative opinion is supported by her own impression of the SUSITA -after all, she listened to the car dealer for a while, and probably also took a test drive. She may tell all her friends, during their next conversation, about her disappointment with this model. This story exemplifies the elements of the model and the possible scenarios. The possibility of exposure followed by disappointment and non-purchase is even more obvious in other products, like food products (you can taste your friend's drink) or software (you may install a shareware and later remove it).
Also, we can see from this story the most interesting property of NWOM, as modeled above: it is auto-catalytic. If Alice would go to the dealership before talking to Carrie, she might have bought the car. After Carrie's NWOM, Alice is given a slight "push" by Carrie's disappointment, and when visits the dealership (according to Bob's recommendation), this will only result in disappointment, and further spread of NWOM. By this mechanism, NWOM can generate more NWOM, and create a significant block on the product's spread.
We intend to further investigate this property of our model elsewhere [21] .
The fact that NWOM is spread locally in the vicinity of the "propagation front" gives its blocking effect additional strength. The agents exposed to NWOM are close to the path of the product spread. Of course, NWOM bears no effect on agents who already bought the product 5 , but NWOM also spreads to agents who are situated right ahead of the "propagation front". These agents are the product's current potential micro market, and so at every time step NWOM spreads to the most significant locations on the lattice. Thus, we claim that the model has a spatial effect of "significant" resistance. A raise in the value of a certain agent's p may well mean a blocking of this agent, but only in conjugation with exposure to the product, so increasing p's at a region of the lattice where there is no exposure to the product is meaningless. This effect of local significant resistance may have some promising implications, for example for controlling social plagues (demarketing), computer viruses, and more.
In the present work we discussed product spread on regular lattices only. On non-regular networks one can still employ the Leath algorithm to simulate product spread, but the percolation threshold is no longer well-defined [23] . In order to extend this work to other, non-regular topologies, a new conceptual framework should be presented. This investigation will be held elsewhere [21] .
In this article we have presented a spatial model of product adoption that incorporates negative and positive word of mouth effects. We propose this model as an explanation to a well-known fact in marketing -products often fail to meet their potential. We also have shown that this model bears features that are novel to the world of percolation models. We are certain that through further investigation of social percolation models and their variants, many insights can be drawn that would enrich both research fields -marketing and physics. Table 1 . Notice the odd pattern of growth for resistance models of dimensions higher than two. Figure 4d shows how the effect of increasing the lattice dimension is inverted in resistance models -without resistance, the percolation threshold decreases as dimensionality increases; when resistance is incorporated, the precolation threshold increases with increased dimensionality. Since every graph is an average of 1000 different instances, each with its own percotation threshold, the "jump" is somewhat averaged out in all the plots. Each plot is an average over 1000 instances of lattice sizes: 360,000 (= 600 2 ); 1,000,000 (= 100 3 ); 810,000 (= 30 4 ). [22] . The variance is calculated from 500 data points for every lattice size. 
